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Advanced Control for Smart Heating Grid, Grenoble
MAIN INFORMATION
•

•

Work Progress:

2016

2017

2018

2019

Subtitle : Developpement and Demonstration of Advanced District Heating management in ZAC Flaubert, Grenoble.

Design
& Specification

Grenoble DH network :

250 km in length

Programming
& Implementation

Monitoring
& Evaluation

OPPORTUNITIES, BARRIERS AND SOLUTIONS

ZAC Flaubert

Principle: Nowadays, most DH systems are operated relying on a
combination of empirical laws and expert judgement. As such, they often
lack capacities for anticipation and forecast leading to poor efficiency when
dealing with systems sourced by multiple energies and equipped with
thermal storage solutions.
Within the City-Zen project, CCIAG the operator of the Grenoble DH network
and CEA a French research institute will demonstrate the use of an advanced
controller to operate the future ZAC Flaubert DH loop. Based on load
prediction and optimization, the system will make the best possible use of
the available sources (e.g. waste incinerator, biomass, gaz, solar energy …) by
relying on energy storage (e.g. Phase Change Material storage).
One original feature of the demonstration is to value
free and available building thermal inertia to increase
heat storage capacity whithout sacrifying thermal
confort for end-users. This can be seen as a first step
towards smart heating grids, a mirror image of the
smart grid concept in the electricity sector.

Opportunities

Barriers/Challenges

Solutions

Technical

• Advanced control for smart
heating grid leads to higher
flexibility and improved
peformances for DH systems.
• Making use of free and available
building thermal inertia to
increase heat storage capacity
whithout sacrifying thermal
confort for end-users.

• Advanced control development
for smart heating grid.
• Assessing end-user thermal
confort during space heating
demand modulation.

• Model Predictive Control (MPC)
scheme, dynamic simulation,
Mixed Integer Linear
Programming (MILP).
• Monitoring internal
temperature during space
heating demand modulation.

Financial/
Economic

• Advanced control for smart
heating grid yields production
cost reduction ranging from 2 –
10 %.

• Many factors may influence the
production coist reduction (e.g.
local energy purchase price
spread, presence of
cogeneration units …).

Social

• Lowering operating costs for DH
compagny will lead to lower
energy prices for cityzens.

• Social acceptance from
inhabitant to space heating
modulation program.

Environmental

• Improvements in the CO2
content of delivered heat and
local air quality by substituing
renewable energy for fossil
energy used in peak generators.

• Limit financial investments
required to implement this
solution.

• #1: no significant impact on endusers’ thermal comfort
• #2: impact on end-users’
thermal comfort offset by
financial incentives

NEWS & LINKS
City-Zen news : http://www.cityzen-smartcity.eu
CCIAG website : http://www.cciag.fr/

•

Location: Grenoble, France

•

District: ZAC Flaubert
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Visit contact – nicolas.giraud@cciag.fr
Visit contact - elise.legoff@cciag.fr
Corresponding author – roland.baviere@cea.fr
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Advanced Control for Smart Heating Grid, Grenoble
TECHNICAL SUMMARY
DESCRIPTION OF THE INNOVATION AND RATIONALE FOR THE SELECTION
The approach currently used to determine the control variables of DH systems (e.g. supply temperature,
differential pressure, load distribution between different heat producing units …) often relies on heuristic
method, i.e. a formalization of common sense, simple logic or expert judgement. However, the efficiency of
such control methods is always limited when applied to system comprising several sources, variable energy
purchase prices and energy storage capacity. This is partly due to the fact that anticipative control strategies
are difficult if not impossible to formulate in this framework. Another difficulty lies in the fact that production
goals may be multiple and conflicting (e.g. power and heat generation in combined heat-and-power units).
To overcome the aforementioned difficulties, a Model Predictive Control (MPC) sheme is an interesting
alternative. The MPC approach consist of a load prediction module and an optimization model used to
determine the best possible trajectory for control variables, i.e. the one minimizing an objective function while
meeting the different technical and operational constraints. Depending on the formulation of the quantitative
objective to minimize, operating costs and/or CO2 contents of the delivered heat may be significantly improved.

applied to investigate intelligent operation strategies and control mechanisms for the reduction of peak
loads. In the SmartHeatNet project the load shifting potential of buildings connected to the network was
investigated.

EXPECTED IMPACTS OF THE INNOVATION
The present innovation will be coupled to thermal solar energy and a phase change material heat storage. This
aims at limiting the use of fossil energy in the global enery mix of the Flaubert district by better using
renewable energies such as biomass, solar energy or waste incineration.
¨

Impact on Energy (supply or savings) & greenhouse gas reduction expected

Improvements in the CO2 content of delivered heat and in the local air quality by substituing renewable energy
for fossil energy used in peak generators.

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC VIABILITY

One original feature of the demonstration is to value free and available building thermal inertia to increase
heat storage capacity of ZAC Flaubert. The controller will be able to modulate space heating demand, allowing
small variations in building internal temperature. Of course, special attention will be paid to the satisfaction of
thermal comfort for end-users..

Advanced control for smart heating grid yields production cost reduction ranging from 2 – 10 %. Many factors
may influence this figure (e.g. local energy purchase price spread, presence of cogeneration units …). However,
this innovation is accessible through limited financial investments since the mainly software based solution has
a high potential for replication.

LEVEL OF DEVELOPMENT

INTEGRATED MEASURES

Specify the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) , regarding the European Comission scale (mark the corresponding
checkbox
TRL 1

Basic principles observed

TRL 2

Technology concept formulated

TRL 3

Experimental proof of concept

TRL 4

Technology validated in lab

TRL 5

Technology validated in relevant environment

TRL 6

Technology demonstrated in relevant environment

TRL 7

System prototype demonstration in operational environment

TRL 8

System complete and qualified

TRL 9

Actual system proven in operational environment

Advanced control for smart heating grid : TRL 4. Advanced control for smart heating grid have been developped by

CEA and evaluated by simulation means.

¨

Integrated measures combining multiple of the domains: buildings, smart grids and district heating
and cooling

Maximal optimization opportunities can be reached by connecting the DH control system to the building
energy management system.

CHALLENGES TO BE ADDRESSED BY CITY- ZEN
The two main challenges addressed by the City-Zen project in relation to the present innovation are:
-

-

To assess thermal confort of end-users during space heating modulation. Techniques based on the
installation of thermal sensors have already been tested to fullfill this objective. However, such
techniques can alleviate the replicability potential of the innovation. So alternative and non-intrusive
solutions will be developed, implemented and evaluated.
To design, programm and implement an advanced control module for smart heating grid.

WHAT ARE THE MOST RELEVANT DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS?
The objective of the SmartHeatNet was to analyse and evaluate the potential of Smart Grid concepts for district
heating systems in the model region of Salzburg. Dynamic network simulation and model calculations were
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